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A B S T R A C T   

The El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) dominates the conversation about predictability of climate extremes 
and early warning and preparedness for floods and droughts, but in Africa other modes of climate variability are 
also known to influence rainfall anomalies. In this study, we compare the role of ENSO in driving flood hazard 
over sub-Saharan Africa with modes of climate variability in the Indian and Atlantic Oceans. This is achieved by 
applying flood frequency approaches to a hydrological reanalysis dataset and streamflow observations for 
different phases of the ENSO, Indian Ocean Dipole and Tropical South Atlantic climate modes. 

Our results highlight that Indian and Atlantic Ocean modes of climate variability are equally as important as 
ENSO for driving changes in the frequency of impactful floods across Africa. We propose that in many parts of 
Africa a larger consideration of these unsung climate modes could provide improved seasonal predictions of 
associated flood hazard and better inform adaptation to the changing climate.   

1. Introduction 

Precipitation variability in Africa is influenced by complex in-
teractions between various weather and climate patterns acting at local 
and global scales. At the global scales, the El Niño–Southern Oscillation 
(ENSO) was identified as one of the primary drivers of precipitation 
Nicholson, 2017; (Nicholson and Kim, 1997). By exploiting the influence 
of ENSO on precipitation (e.g. Cai et al., 2011; Rowell, 2013; Trenberth 
and Caron, 2000) and river flows (Emerton et al., 2017; Su et al., 2018; 
Ward et al., 2014b) skilful forecasts of an upcoming El Niño/La Niña 
event are frequently used by scientists to provide early warning of floods 
and droughts at seasonal timescales allowing for early action by gov-
ernments and non-governmental organizations (Coughlan de Perez 
et al., 2015; Guimarães Nobre et al., 2019; Tozier de la Poterie et al., 
2018). ENSO dominates the conversations around international coor-
dination of preparedness activities, with UN agencies resolving to take 

action at a 55% probability threshold of an ENSO event developing 
(IASC, 2018). On the part of climate scientists, how ENSO might change 
with global warming is considered “one of the most important issues in 
climate change science” (Cai et al., 2015). However, besides ENSO, there 
are other modes of climate variability in the Indian and Atlantic Oceans 
emerging as important and predictable independent drivers of rainfall 
variability in Africa (e.g. Camberlin et al., 2001; Florenchie et al., 2003; 
Preethi et al., 2015; Shi et al., 2012). 

For example, the Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD) (Saji et al., 1999) affects 
seasonal rainfall anomalies and extreme hydrological conditions mainly 
across eastern and southern-Africa (Behera et al., 2005; Black, 2005; 
Manatsa et al., 2008; Marchant et al., 2007; Washington and Preston, 
2006; Wenhaji Ndomeni et al., 2018). Sea Surface Temperatures (SST) 
patterns in the Tropical South-east Atlantic have also been linked with 
regional rainfall anomalies mainly across western, southern and Sahe-
lian Africa (Camberlin et al., 2001; Polo et al., 2008; Rouault et al., 
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2003; Rowell, 2013). 
Whereas the impact of ENSO on river flows has been well studied at 

global and continental scales (e.g. Emerton et al., 2017; Su et al., 2018; 
Ward et al., 2014b), a comparison with the impact of other modes of 
climate variability would provide a better understanding of what drives 
flood hazard across the African continent, informing both improved 
preparedness for floods and a better understanding of how flood hazard 
will be affected by the changing climate. 

This study aims to investigate the effects of ENSO, IOD and Tropical 
South-Atlantic (TSA) SST modes on flood hazard over Africa through 
answering the following research questions:  

• What are our main findings on the effects of ENSO on flood hazard 
and how do they compare with the literature? In order to be able to 
compare the importance of ENSO with other modes, we want to 
ensure that our results with ENSO are consistent with the previous 
literature.  

• What is the relative weight of different climate modes on floods at 
the continental scale? Is there a dominant mode among these Indian, 
Pacific and Atlantic Ocean modes?  

• Where is each climate mode dominant? Are there any strong spatial 
signals?  

• Can these climate modes be used for flood forecasting?  
• What are the implications of our results for the assessment of flood 

hazard under climate change? 

Previous studies have shown the importance of focusing directly on 
the streamflow rather than rainfall to characterise flood hazard and 
teleconnections (Emerton et al., 2017; Ficchì and Stephens, 2019) 
because of the non-linearities between precipitation and flood charac-
teristics along with integration of rainfall variabilities spatially and 
temporally. Here we use the 0.1◦-resolution 36-year global-scale 
streamflow reanalysis (ECMWF, 2018) from the 
Copernicus-Emergency Management Service (CEMS-GloFAS) model 
(Alfieri et al., 2013) which is the latest verified hydrological reanalysis 
over Africa incorporating rainfall bias corrections (Balsamo et al., 2015; 
Ficchì and Stephens, 2019), described in Section 2, Data and Methods. 
We focus on a 5-year return period streamflow magnitude as represen-
tative of a moderately extreme albeit impactful flood and we analyse the 
changes in its likelihood during past ENSO, IOD and TSA events. The 
choice of a 5-year return period flood is in line with the minimum size of 
a flood event that is usually targeted by humanitarian funding mecha-
nisms for Forecast-based Financing (Coughlan de Perez et al., 2015), 
such as the International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent 
Societies’ (IFRC) Disaster Relief Emergency Fund (DREF). 

Fig. 1 shows the river network modelled in sub-Saharan Africa (SSA), 
where composite flood probabilities have been calculated for the 
different climate modes based on simulated annual floods, extreme 
value analysis techniques and observed SST indices (see Section 2, Data 
and Methods). The reanalysis allows the provision of a spatially 
continuous and temporally-consistent picture of climate variability im-
pacts on floods over the continent, while stream-gauge observations are 
available only for a minor part of flood-prone regions of Africa over a 
sufficiently long period. We also use an observational dataset from the 
Global Runoff Data Centre (BfG, 2017) at 48 stream-gauges with longer 
time series (Fig. 1) to compare the climate variability impacts detected 
in the reanalysis with observations covering some major African river 
basins, including the Congo, Nile, Niger and Zambezi. 

2. Data and methods 

2.1. Streamflow reanalysis dataset 

We use a daily 0.1◦-resolution streamflow reanalysis covering 
1980–2015 (ECMWF, 2018) produced by a global-scale hydrological 
model, the Copernicus-Emergency Management Service’s Global Flood 

Awareness System, GloFAS (Alfieri et al., 2013). To derive this rean-
alysis, the LISFLOOD global-scale hydrological routing model used in 
GloFAS (Van Der Knijff et al., 2010) is forced with the ERA-Interim/Land 
meteorological reanalysis, incorporating the Global Precipitation 
Climatology Project (GPCP) - based bias corrections, coupled with the 
H-TESSEL land-surface model (Balsamo et al., 2015). The hydrological 
reanalysis produced with ERA-Interim/Land showed a good correlation 
with observations across Africa in terms of monthly runoff volumes from 
H-TESSEL (Balsamo et al., 2015) and annual flood timing from GloFAS 
(Ficchì and Stephens, 2019), indicating that this dataset is a suitable 
proxy to observations to analyse climate variability impacts. By using a 
reanalysis dataset that is not calibrated with stream gauge data (GloFAS 
version 1.0) and not including most human influences (abstractions and 
reservoirs) on river flows, we exclusively focus on the impacts of climate 
variability on streamflow, avoiding the impacts of human influence on 
some stream gauge data. Whereas suitable stream gauge data across the 
African continent are limited (especially in publicly available archives), 
reanalysis data also provides significant advantages including a 
temporally-consistent data period and spatially-continuous coverage 
over the continent. 

We extract the annual maximum (AMAX) flow for 18118 river 
gridcells in sub-Saharan Africa (SSA, study area: − 17.75 to 51.25 
longitude, − 34.75 to 16.05 latitude) with an upstream area >5000 km2 

(see Fig. 1). There is an even degree of coverage of mesoscale (upper and 
lower) to large-scale or macroscale river basin sizes across SSA. To 
ensure annual flood maxima are only considered which lag climate 
variability events, we set a hydrological year start date of May 1st, and 
we analyse the effects of each climate mode phase on the hydrological 
year starting in May of the calendar year in which the SST anomalies 
start to develop and peak (see Table 1 and discussion on the seasonality 
of the climate modes considered in Section 2.3). The independence of 
subsequent annual maxima is verified by keeping a selected annual 
maximum flood peak only if separated by at least two months from the 
previous annual maximum flow. 

2.2. Streamflow observations 

We use daily streamflow observations from the Global Runoff Data 
Centre (GRDC) to evaluate our results using the reanalysis against an 
observed reference for tens of river basins where long records are 
available. Long data records (>30 years) with low gaps (<5% per year) 
were available only for around 50 stations across Africa, mostly falling 

Fig. 1. Map of sub-Saharan Africa with the river network cells of the stream-
flow reanalysis (GloFAS) with upstream catchment area larger than 5000 km2 

(18118 grid points at 0.1◦ resolution) showing the distribution of catchment 
areas (km2) and the location of 48 stream gauges selected based on data 
available over 1980–2015 (red dots). (For interpretation of the references to 
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of 
this article.) 
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within the top six major African river basins (Congo, Nile, Niger, Zam-
bezi, Orange and Jubba-Shabelle). To evaluate the results obtained 
using the reanalysis, we applied the same method for annual maxima 
detection and flood frequency analysis to the streamflow observations 
dataset, over the same period as the reanalysis. Strict criteria on data 
availability were necessary to select stream gauge observations with 
sufficient sample size to apply a flood frequency analysis framework as 
done for the reanalysis: forty-eight stream gauges were selected (Fig. 1) 
over the 36-year study period of the reanalysis with (i) > 27 years of 
observations available within the study period, with gaps rate lower 
than 5% per year, (ii) at least six hydrological years per phase of ENSO/ 
IOD/TSA (see Table 1), and (iii) no gap-filling artifacts or evidence of 
water management influencing the flood peaks. Analogously, some 
stream gauges were selected over the longer period 1950–2016, with at 
least 40 years of daily data with gaps rate less than 5% per year. This 
longer period was used to assess the effects of co-occurring modes over a 
larger sample of annual maxima, matching the period of SST records for 
ENSO/IOD/TSA indices available before the reanalysis start (see Sup-
plementary Tables S1 and S2). 

2.3. Climate variability modes: choice and definition 

The climate variability modes considered in this study are ENSO, the 
Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD) and the Tropical South Atlantic (TSA) SST 
mode. We chose these based on the following three factors: (i) literature 
evidence of the effects of these modes on large-scale seasonal rainfall 
variability across Africa, (ii) similar frequency of the warm and cold 
events of each mode (about every 3–5 years; see Supplementary Fig. S1) 
so that the same methodological approach can be applied, and (iii) 
significant independence between the modes considered, despite a high 
rate of cooccurrence of two pairs of positive/negative phases (i.e. 
ENSO+/IOD+ and ENSO-/TSA+; see Supplementary Fig. S2 and 
Table S1). 

ENSO has been traditionally pointed to as the primary climate mode 
driving rainfall variability across Africa (Nicholson, 2017; Nicholson 
and Kim, 1997). In terms of floods, ENSO positive phase (El Niño) events 
are well established as leading to wet (positive) rainfall anomalies in 
equatorial eastern Africa short rains during the OND season (Nicholson, 
2017; Nicholson and Kim, 1997). ENSO negative phase (La Niña) events 
have been linked with wetter than normal conditions and floods in 
southern Africa, especially in the austral summer rainfall regions such as 
eastern/northern South Africa and Mozambique (Jury and Lucio, 2004; 
Reason and Rouault, 2002). However, there are significant differences 
from one ENSO episode to another which have been linked to simulta-
neous independent anomalies in western Indian and eastern tropical 
South Atlantic Oceans (Lyon and Mason, 2007; Preethi et al., 2015). In 
this study we use the Oceanic Niño Index (ONI), i.e. 3-month running 
means of SST anomalies in the Niño 3.4 region (Trenberth, 1997) to 
define positive and negative ENSO events. 

The IOD is thought to be the most prominent pattern of SST vari-
ability in the Indian Ocean and is at least partially independent of ENSO 
(Saji et al., 1999), though there is a correlation between the positive 
phases (Wolff et al., 2011). The IOD has been linked with rainfall 
anomalies over Africa regardless of the ENSO state (Behera et al., 2005; 
Preethi et al., 2015; Saji and Yamagata, 2003). In terms of floods, during 
positive dipole mode events (IOD+), wet anomalies occur in eastern 
Africa short rains (Behera et al., 2005; Black, 2005), while negative 
phases (IOD-) lead to wet anomalies in southern regions (Behera et al., 
2005; Saji and Yamagata, 2003). In this study we use the 
well-established Dipole Mode Index (DMI), i.e. the difference in SST 
anomaly between the tropical western Indian Ocean and the tropical 
south-eastern Indian Ocean (Saji et al., 1999), to define positive and 
negative IOD events. 

In the Tropical Atlantic, several modes of variability are thought to 
exist, though there is no predominant standard index and SST region 
acknowledged in the literature (Lutz et al., 2013). Often, different SST 
patterns are considered in the South-eastern Atlantic basin facing the 
African coastline, such as the Benguela Niño off the Angolan coast and 
the Atlantic Niño in the equatorial Atlantic (Lutz et al., 2013). Moisture 
fluxes from the Benguela Niño region, driven by warm SST anomalies, 
have been linked to wet rainfall anomalies in south-western Africa, 
especially along the Angolan/Namibian coast (Rouault et al., 2003), but 
sometimes also to events further inland into south-eastern Africa, e.g. 
flooding in 2013 in Mozambique (Manhique et al., 2015). Cold South 
Atlantic SSTs are related to wet anomalies in the coastal West African 
monsoon region (northern hemisphere West SSA) and in the Gulf of 
Guinea area (Lutz et al., 2015; Reason and Rouault, 2006). In this study 
we use the Tropical South Atlantic (TSA) SST region (Enfield et al., 
1999), which is a large-scale consistent index explaining most of the 
variance in tropical Atlantic SSTs, that has been found to explain 
interannual rainfall variability across several regions in Africa (Cam-
berlin et al., 2001). 

The phase of each climate mode is defined based on a tercile 
approach which categorizes negative (bottom 33%) and positive (upper 
33%) values of the index associated with each mode of climate vari-
ability, giving a subset of a dozen years in each phase from the same 36- 
year period as the streamflow reanalysis (i.e. 12 years for all ENSO and 
IOD phases and 11 years for TSA positive/negative phases, as one year is 
removed for TSA phases due to an SST oscillation between positive and 
negative values; see Table 1). The 36-year period is deemed sufficiently 
long to obtain meaningful and robust values for the tercile-based 
thresholds for each SST index; this is evident, for example, for ENSO, 
for which the tercile thresholds for ONI come out to approximately 
+0.5 ◦C for El Niño and − 0.5 ◦C for La Niña (see Supplementary 
Figs. S2a–b), very close to the well-known fixed thresholds defined by 
the NOAA’s Climate Prediction Center (CPC). 

The SST indices are taken from published timeseries derived using 
monthly global analysis products from the National Oceanic and At-
mospheric Administration, NOAA (for ONI and TSA: https://www.esrl. 
noaa.gov/psd/data/; for DMI: www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/gcos_wgsp/ 
Timeseries/DMI/). Events were defined based on the maximum/mini-
mum monthly values of the SST indices during the months when the SST 
peaks occur in each mode; for ENSO and IOD in boreal autumn/winter 
(August to December for ENSO and June to November for IOD), for TSA 
in boreal spring/summer (March to August, see Supplementary Fig. S3, 
showing the seasonality of the climate modes considered). 

The co-occurrence rates of the climate modes considered in the study 
(Supplementary Table S1) show that two pairs of ENSO/IOD/TSA pha-
ses mostly co-occur over the 36-year period (ENSO+/IOD+ and ENSO-/ 
TSA+, with co-occurrence > 50%) and these pairs are the same over a 
longer 67-year period, with similar rates of co-occurrence. There is still 
significant independence between all modes considered, with low cor-
relation between SST anomalies also for the most frequently co- 
occurring modes (Spierman’s correlation, ρ < 0.5), confirming the 
value of looking at each mode independently over the 36-year period of 

Table 1 
Hydrological years categorised as positive and negative phases of ENSO, IOD 
and TSA over the 36-year period 1980–2015 based on the tercile approach 
described in Section 2, Data and Methods. The years in each category correspond 
to the calendar years when the SST anomalies start to develop and peak.  

Climate 
mode 

Hydrological year 

ENSO + 1982, 1986, 1987, 1991, 1994, 1997, 2002, 2004, 2006, 2009, 2014, 
2015 

ENSO – 1983, 1984, 1988, 1995, 1998, 1999, 2000, 2005, 2007, 2008, 2010, 
2011 

IOD + 1982, 1983, 1987, 1991, 1994, 1997, 2002, 2006, 2007, 2011, 2012, 
2015 

IOD – 1980, 1981, 1984, 1985, 1986, 1989, 1990, 1992, 1996, 1998, 2010, 
2013 

TSA + 1984, 1988, 1995, 1996, 1998, 1999, 2003, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011 
TSA – 1980, 1981, 1982, 1983, 1990, 1991, 1992, 1994, 1997, 2004, 2012  
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analysis. However, the small sample of years for composite analysis 
leads to some important limitations, in that we cannot disentangle the 
combined influence and interferences between different climate modes 
(co-occurring or not) and the impact of their diversity (e.g. intensity, 
timing and location of SST anomalies) on floods. 

2.4. Flood-frequency analysis framework 

At each location (river gridcell), we fitted a Generalized Extreme 
Value (GEV) distribution to the available sample of annual maxima and 
subsequently estimated the relevant shape and scale parameters via 
maximum likelihood. Confidence intervals (at a 95%-confidence level) 
were obtained through parametric bootstrapping (300 bootstrap itera-
tions) using the ‘extRemes’ package in R (Gilleland and Katz, 2016). The 
whole AMAX dataset (36 values) was used to obtain the flood frequency 
curves for the climatology. From these curves the 5-year return period 
flow magnitude (Q5-y) has been extracted as representative of an ‘im-
pactful flood’, i.e. a flood severe enough to lead to societal impacts. 
Although focusing on larger return periods would be of interest, a 5-year 
return period was deemed a reasonable flood event size to obtain results 
with sufficient statistical confidence given the small sample size of hy-
drological years available (especially for the 12-year composites). 

River gridcells presenting very dry conditions over the whole period 
were discarded, by removing gridcells with a 5-year return period flow 
lower than 10 m3/s (3% of the model domain). River cells with unsat-
isfactory GEV fit were also discarded, if the ratio of fitted/‘observed’ 
quantiles is different from 1 by more than 25% and if the changes from 
climatology do not agree in sign between fitted vs. ‘observed’ quantiles. 

The same approach is then applied to the composite samples of 
AMAX associated with each phase of the three climate modes considered 
(12 years for ENSO +/− , IOD +/− and 11 years for TSA +/− ; see 
Table 1) and the return periods of the defined impactful flood magnitude 
(Q 5-y) are determined for each phase from the correspondent fitted 
quantile. As such, the estimated return periods represent the probability 
of the impactful flood occurring during (or within the year of develop-
ment of) each climate mode event (ENSO +/− , IOD +/− and TSA +/− ). 
Note that the climatology probability of a 5-year return period flow is 
20%, so if the estimated probability is around 20% (e.g. ±5%) for a 
particular climate mode, the impactful flood is expected with a similar 
frequency as usual (climatology); accordingly, a probability of 40% 
represents a doubling of the likelihood of an impactful flood. In addition 
to the significance test (at 95%-confidence level) from the parametric 
bootstrapping, we have estimated additional confidence boundaries for 
significant changes in the probability (pf) of a 5-year return period flow, 
by extracting the 10th/90th percentiles of the probability pf obtained 
from randomised samples of 12 years from the whole 36-year period 
(non-parametric bootstrap). For a high number of bootstrap iterations 
(>100), these confidence boundaries of the climatology probability 
converge to 8.33% and 33.33% (10th and 90th percentiles respectively) 
over the whole domain. Thus, such values were used in maps for the 
classification of places where, in presence of the positive and negative 
phases of the three climate modes, the change in flood probability is 
particularly large with respect to possible random variations of the 
climatology probability over time. As additional statistical reference, the 
percentage of the SSA river network with significant changes (either 
increase or decrease) of impactful flood likelihood from these rando-
mised samples was found to be 15%, representing a threshold to detect if 
changes are particularly widespread with respect to possible random 
variations of the climatology probability. 

Thus, we are able to map the changes in the probability of an im-
pactful flood (pf) with respect to the 36-year climatology for different 
climate modes over the continent. By using the 95%-confidence in-
tervals estimated via parametric bootstrapping, we are also able to 
assess whether the changes in flood hazard are significant. We can then 
compare these significant changes with those from randomised samples 
by looking at the confidence boundaries for the climatology probability 

and the percentage of river network significantly affected. Note that the 
uncertainty in the fitted GEV parameters can be quite high for such 
relatively short composite records, so the 95% confidence intervals are 
expected to be generally large and the significance test quite restrictive. 

2.5. Evaluation of flood likelihood with climate indices in forecast mode 

The flood probabilities estimated for different climate patterns can 
be used as predictions, once a seasonal SST mode is forecasted (by means 
of statistical or dynamical models) after propagating the probabilities of 
the SST forecast and of the flooding likelihood conditional on that mode. 
We compute reliability diagrams for these flood probabilities by 
following a leave-one-out cross-validation approach; the flood fre-
quency distribution is fitted with one year removed from each composite 
sample, which is then used for validation by calculating the observed 
frequency of the impactful flood across all the gridcells following the 
methodology proposed by Horritt (2006). For each forecast probability 
bin (e.g. 10% range) an observed frequency is calculated. Then the 
cross-validation test is repeated for all possible validation years of the 
subsamples (12 years for ENSO/IOD and 11 years for TSA phases) for 
each climate mode considered and the mean of the observed frequency 
calculated. 

3. Results 

3.1. Effects of climate variability on flood hazard 

There is a large spatial variability in the expected probability of the 
impactful flood for all climate modes (Fig. 2). Despite a high degree of 
uncertainty in the signal of flood likelihood change indicated by the 
bootstrap significance test, there are still multiple rivers across SSA with 
a significant difference in flood hazard with respect to all years (see 
Fig. 2 and Table 2). The main locations where flood likelihood increases 
or decreases significantly (pf>25% or pf<15% at a 95%-confidence 
level) can be summarized as:  

(i) For ENSO + (Fig. 2a): flood likelihood increases in some river 
sections in southern parts of the Horn of Africa (mainly in 
Uganda, Kenya and South Somalia) and in a few river sections in 
central equatorial and western SSA (in the Democratic Republic 
of the Congo, DRC, and in Nigeria); it decreases in some river 
basins in southern Africa (below 20◦ S), the Lake Chad Basin 
(especially in Chad and Central African Republic), Nile basin in 
Sudan and the Ethiopian highlands as well as the Jubba-Shabelle 
rivers and several river sections across the Congo basin (espe-
cially in the DRC).  

(ii) For ENSO – (Fig. 2b): flood likelihood increases in southern Africa 
(below 10◦ S) including long river sections of the Zambezi and 
Okavango Basins (in Angola, Botswana and Zambia) and the 
Rovuma and Lugenda Rivers (in northern Mozambique), in the 
Nile basin, and upstream river sections of the Congo basin; it 
decreases in some river sections in eastern Africa (including the 
Dawa River in Ethiopia, Kenya and Somalia, the Baro and Akobo 
rivers in Ethiopia and on the borders between South Sudan and 
Ethiopia) and in western SSA, in long river sections of the Niger 
Basin.  

(iii) For IOD + (Fig. 2c): flood likelihood increases in southern parts of 
the Horn of Africa, especially in the Jubba River in southern 
Somalia, and in some river sections in central Africa, especially in 
long river sections in the Congo River basin (both downstream 
and upstream); it decreases in some rivers in southern Africa (and 
central-southern SSA, below 5◦ S), including sections of the Or-
ange, Zambezi and upstream Congo basins, and in tropical 
northern SSA including the Nile basin although to a lesser extent 
than for ENSO+. 
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(iv) For IOD – (Fig. 2d): flood likelihood increases in western SSA 
including long river sections of the Niger basin, in parts of central 
SSA, including some minor northern sections of the Congo basin 
and neighbouring basins above the equator; it decreases in cen-
tral SSA, including long river sections in the upstream Congo 

basin across DRC, in the upper Zambezi basin (mainly in Zambia 
and Malawi) and in northern Mozambique, including the Rovuma 
and Lugenda Rivers.  

(v) For TSA + (Fig. 2e): flood likelihood increases mainly in southern 
Africa (below 10◦ S) including long sections of the Zambezi and 

Fig. 2. Maps of changes of 5-year return level flood 
probabilities for positive and negative ENSO, IOD, 
TSA phases with respect to the climatology 
(1980–2015): (a) ENSO +, (b) ENSO –, (c) IOD +, (d) 
IOD –, (e) TSA +, and (f) TSA – years. Strongest red/ 
blue colours are for significant changes (decrease/ 
increase) in probability with 95% confidence level 
(with respect to climatology probability of 20%); the 
lowest/highest bounds (8.33%/33.33%) correspond 
to additional confidence boundaries for the clima-
tology probability from randomised samples of years 
(non-parametric bootstrap). The coloured river cells 
represent the result from the reanalysis, while stream 
gauges with significant changes are shown with 
empty circle dots. River cells with unsatisfactory GEV 
fit are blanked (see Section 2, Data and Methods). 
(For interpretation of the references to colour in this 
figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web 
version of this article.)   

Table 2 
Summary statistics of percentage of sub-Saharan Africa (SSA) river network affected by significant changes in impactful (5-year return period) flood likelihood during 
ENSO, IOD and TSA positive and negative phases. River cells with unsatisfactory GEV fit are not considered as in Fig. 2 (see Section 2, Data and Methods). The statistics 
for flood likelihood increase are broken down regionally using the United Nations sub-regions (UNSD, 1999) over SSA.  

Climate mode Percentage of river network with significant changes in impactful flood probability pf at a 95%-confidence level (conditional on each climate mode) 

Significant decrease, pf<15% Significant increase, pf>25% 

Whole SSA (%) Whole SSA (%) Eastern SSA (%) Central SSA (%) Western SSA (%) Southern SSA (%) Northern SSA (%) 

ENSO þ 13 3 5 2 3 < 1 1 
ENSO – 10 10 8 12 4 25 14 
IOD þ 12 4 6 5 3 < 1 1 
IOD – 14 6 5 7 12 < 1 < 1 
TSA þ 12 10 6 9 9 18 17 
TSA – 19 7 9 8 8 1 3  
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Okavango basin, in tropical northern SSA, mainly in long sections 
of the Bahr al-Arab River in the Nile Basin and in the Chari River 
along the Sahel, and in some river sections in the northern arc of 
the Gulf of Guinea region; it decreases mainly in central- 

equatorial SSA, particularly in central/northern parts of the 
Congo basin (across the DRC and Republic of the Congo).  

(vi) For TSA – (Fig. 2f): flood likelihood increases in central-western 
SSA, particularly the southern arc of the Gulf of Guinea region 
and upstream sections of the Congo basin (in the Republic of the 

Table 3 
Contingency tables summarizing the agreement in changes in flood likelihood of the impactful flood (5-year return period) between the GloFAS reanalysis and stream 
gauge observations during ENSO, IOD and TSA positive and negative phases at forty-eight stream gauges across SSA with observed daily data available over 
1980–2015 (>27 years).  

ENSO þ years Observations 

Significant increase > 25% Increase (non sig.) Decrease (non sig.) Significant decrease < 15% 

GloFAS Significant increase > 25% 0 0 2 0 
Increase 
(non sig.) 

2 3 14 1 

Decrease 
(non sig.) 

2 4 9 1 

Significant decrease < 15% 0 1 4 1  

ENSO - years Observations 

Significant increase > 25% Increase (non sig.) Decrease (non sig.) Significant decrease < 15% 

GloFAS Significant increase > 25% 6 4 0 0 
Increase 
(non sig.) 

1 14 0 1 

Decrease 
(non sig.) 

1 7 1 0 

Significant decrease < 15% 2 6 2 0  

IOD þ years Observations 

Significant increase > 25% Increase (non sig.) Decrease (non sig.) Significant decrease < 15% 

GloFAS Significant increase > 25% 1 1 0 0 
Increase 
(non sig.) 

0 9 4 0 

Decrease 
(non sig.) 

0 6 15 2 

Significant decrease < 15% 0 4 1 0  

IOD - years Observations 

Significant increase > 25% Increase (non sig.) Decrease (non sig.) Significant decrease < 15% 

GloFAS Significant increase > 25% 0 0 3 0 
Increase 
(non sig.) 

0 5 7 5 

Decrease 
(non sig.) 

1 3 13 3 

Significant decrease < 15% 0 1 3 1  

TSA þ years Observations 

Significant increase > 25% Increase (non sig.) Decrease (non sig.) Significant decrease < 15% 

GloFAS Significant increase > 25% 3 2 0 0 
Increase 
(non sig.) 

5 16 1 1 

Decrease 
(non sig.) 

4 5 1 2 

Significant decrease < 15% 4 0 1 0  

TSA- years Observations 

Significant increase > 25% Increase (non sig.) Decrease (non sig.) Significant decrease < 15% 

GloFAS Significant increase > 25% 0 3 2 0 
Increase 
(non sig.) 

0 4 9 0 

Decrease 
(non sig.) 

0 1 16 3 

Significant decrease < 15% 0 0 4 2  

(Total) All modes– matching observations and GloFAS reanalysis for 
each mode 

Observations 

Significant increase > 25% Increase (non sig.) Decrease (non sig.) Significant decrease < 15% 

GloFAS Significant increase > 25% 10 10 7 0 
Increase 
(non sig.) 

8 51 35 8 

Decrease 
(non sig.) 

8 26 55 11 

Significant decrease < 15% 6 12 15 4  
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Congo), in some parts of eastern Africa, especially the Jubba- 
Shabelle basin (in Ethiopia and Somalia); it decreases mainly in 
central-southern SSA (particularly between 5◦ S and 20◦ S) and in 
portions of tropical northern SSA, particularly in the Nile basin. 

Apart from these broad patterns, there is a complex and noisy spatial 
signal of flood likelihood changes with some river sections presenting a 
different (sometimes opposite) signal of change within the same catch-
ment, thus cancelling each other out downstream. These results of some 
broad patterns within a noisy picture are in line with previous studies on 
the effects of ENSO on streamflow at the global scale and confirm the 
importance of looking at how the hydrology alters the patterns seen in 
precipitation (Emerton et al., 2017). The significant signal detected from 
the streamflow reanalysis is confirmed by the observational dataset for 
three out of the six biggest river basins (Congo, Nile, and Zambezi) with 
the same significant impacts of climate variability on floods. The con-
sistency between reanalysis and observations is lower for two other 
top-five river basins (Orange and Niger) and for a few smaller basins in 
southern Africa. A statistical evaluation of the consistency between 
reanalysis and observations based on our composite analysis (Table 3) 
shows a perfect agreement (same significant changes) in 45% of cases 
and at least partial agreement (same sign of change) in 62% of cases, 
which is limited by the higher density of stations in the Niger and Or-
ange basins where the consistency is found lower (i.e. likely to be due to 
higher impacts of human influence on those stream gauges). 

The percentage of river network presenting significant changes 
(either increase or decrease) in flood likelihood is similar across all the 
climate modes considered and ranges between 16 and 26% (Table 2) 
which is generally higher than significant changes expected from 
randomised samples (see Section 2, Data and Methods). For all climate 
modes, there are more points with significant signal of change in flood 
likelihood with negative phases than positive ones. The extent of the 
river network affected by significant increases in flood likelihood is 
highest for La Niña and TSA+ (10%). The extent of the river network 
affected by a significant decrease in flood likelihood is larger than for 
significant increase for all climate modes except for La Niña years for 
which it is equal (10%). Table 2 shows that the modes driving increase in 
flood hazard in larger contiguous areas (>10% of the river network) are: 
(i) ENSO - especially in southern SSA, (ii) IOD – in western SSA, and (iii) 
TSA + in southern and northern SSA. The results should be interpreted 
more cautiously where the GEV fit is poorer, i.e. areas with large ab-
solute values of the shape parameter, mainly in southern and eastern 
Africa (see Supplementary Fig. S4). 

The numbers in the tables represent the counts of river cells with pf 
changes matching the categories in the column (observations) and row 
(reanalysis) headers. The last contingency table (Total) sums up all 
composite modes (with all pairs of observations/reanalysis derived 
summing up all stream gauges for the six different climate modes and 
removing a few combinations of river cells/climate modes with unsat-
isfactory GEV fit). Statistical tests outputs from the total contingency 
table: McNemar’s Chi-squared test (p = 0.17, H0: the two marginal 
probabilities are the same) and Dependent-samples Sign-Test (p = 0.80, 
H0: median difference is equal to 0). The percent correct (i.e. diagonal, 
or agreement with significance) is 45%, while the agreement without 
significance is 62% (i.e. percent correct from reduced 2 × 2 table). 

Fig. 3 shows a comparative analysis of the impact of ENSO/IOD/TSA 
phases on flood hazard increase across SSA from the reanalysis and 
available stream gauge data. Despite the general noise found in the 
distribution of the areas-of-influence of each climate mode (Fig. 2), 
multiple and long river sections up to several hundreds of km across SSA 
can be associated to a dominant climate mode driving increased flood 
hazard (Fig. 3). For example, in each of the six major African river ba-
sins, the most influential climate modes to drive increased flood hazard 
can be found by detecting the mode with the highest increase in flood 
likelihood in the downstream river sections or with the most widespread 
influence over the basin from the reanalysis (Figs. 3 and 4). The Congo 

basin is more affected by IOD+ in its downstream sections than any 
other mode but presents longer river sections upstream which are more 
impacted by TSA- and by La Niña; the dominance of IOD + as driver of 
increased flood hazard in the lower Congo is confirmed by stream-gauge 
data (Fig. 3). The sub-Saharan portion of the Nile basin (up to Wad 
Ramli, near Khartoum in Sudan) is mostly affected by La Niña and 
TSA+, as also confirmed by stream-gauge data (Figs. 2 and 3). The Niger 
basin (including the Benue River, Niger’s main tributary) is mostly 
affected by IOD- and TSA-based on the reanalysis, but this is not 
confirmed by stream-gauge data which show a dominant impact of 
TSA+ (Fig. 3). In the Zambezi basin, long upstream sections of around 
1000 km are mostly affected by TSA+ (Fig. 3), especially along the 
Cuando-Linyanti-Chobe river system, where also La Niña has a wide-
spread impact; this dominance of TSA+ is confirmed by stream-gauge 
data (Fig. 3). The Jubba-Shabelle river basin in Ethiopia and Somalia 
is mostly affected by TSA-with the whole main river system significantly 
affected, while long sections are also affected by IOD+, which is the 
second mode in the basin in terms of most widespread impacts (Figs. 3 
and 4), despite being more prominent than TSA in the literature on local 
rainfall teleconnections (see Section 4, Discussion and Conclusions); 
however, the two stream gauges available in this basin do not show any 
significant change. Among the six biggest African river catchments, the 
Orange river presents the least widespread impacts, with La Niña and 
TSA + having the biggest influence but only in relatively short river 
sections (Fig. 3); this is in partial agreement with results from stream- 
gauge data showing a prevalent impact of TSA+. Among other minor 
but long rivers associated to a dominant climate mode for increased 
flood hazard one of the most evident (Fig. 3) is the Rovuma River (in 
northern Mozambique) which is more affected by La Niña than any other 
mode. 

Overall, where flood likelihood increases significantly, the new 
increased 5-year flood probabilities show similar distributions across 
different climate modes over SSA (Fig. 4a) even if the extent of the river 
network affected by each mode is different. For all river cells with sig-
nificant increase in flood likelihood, the median probability of the im-
pactful flood is around 40% for all positive/negative phases considered 
(Fig. 4a) and the highest probabilities (e.g. 90th-percentile) are between 
50 and 60%. More differences in the probability distribution emerge 
when results are aggregated at the catchment level (Fig. 4b). 

A first assessment of the impact of co-occurrent climate modes in-
dicates that the interaction between modes may lead to marked changes 

Fig. 3. Map of SSA highlighting the dominant climate mode (among positive 
and negative ENSO, IOD, TSA phases) for significant increase in flood hazard 
(pf>25% at a 95%-confidence level) for all river cells from the streamflow 
reanalysis and 21 stream gauges (out of 48 with sufficiently long records) where 
significant increases in 5-year return level flood probability are found (circle 
dots). The boundaries of the six major SSA river basins are drawn (black line) 
with labels indicating the river basin name. 
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in flood frequencies. In other words, the effects of a single mode can be 
different if only pure occurrences of a single mode or co-occurrences 
with another mode are considered, as found at some stream-gauges 
where long observed records are available (see Table S2). For 
instance, in the lower Congo basin our results suggest that pure occur-
rences of IOD+ (without concomitant ENSO+) may have a greater in-
fluence than co-occurrences of IOD+ and ENSO + to drive increased 
flood hazard, as seen from the river-gauge data available (Table S2) and 
from the differences in signal from the reanalysis despite the high co- 
occurrence rate between ENSO+ and IOD+ (Figs. 2–3). 

Finally, we tested the sensitivity of the results with the return period 
varying from 2- to 10-year, finding that in general the same sign of 
changes (increase/decrease) of flood likelihood is expected for higher 
return periods but with higher uncertainty (see Supplementary Fig. S5; 
Tables S3–S4). While the agreement in the sign of changes of 5-yr and 
10-yr return period flood likelihood is high, and similar spatial patterns 
can be found (Fig. S5 and Fig. 2), the river cells with significant increase 
in 5-year flood likelihood mostly show consistent increases of the 10- 
year flood likelihood but with low or no significance because of the 
limited sample of composite years (see Table S4). 

3.2. Towards a forecasting application: Assessing the reliability of the 
flood probabilities 

The historical probabilities for increased flood hazard can be 
assessed as probabilistic forecasts. Fig. 5 shows a reliability assessment 
for forecasts of increased impactful flood hazard (pf>20%) for the pos-
itive and negative ENSO, IOD and TSA phases. For higher forecast 
probabilities, e.g. >80%, which are the most important for decisions, 
Fig. 5 suggests that: (i) on average, the negative phases seem more 
reliable than the correspondent positive phases for all climate modes; 
(ii) there is a large variability across different validation years for all 
climate modes, but for ENSO -, IOD + and TSA -, these flood forecasts are 
more reliable than climatology at 90%-confidence level; (iii) negative 
TSA phases seem to provide the most reliable predictions, while for the 
highest probabilities ENSO + and TSA + are the least reliable. 

4. Discussion and conclusions 

In summary, we find that the Indian Ocean Dipole and the Tropical 
South Atlantic SST modes are as influential as ENSO for driving flood 
hazard in Africa, with similar proportions of the continental river 
network affected by each and similar increased flood probabilities, but 

important spatial differences between the regions affected. This result 
urges a paradigm shift to give higher weight to other modes of climate 
variability when considering the drivers of floods across Africa, both for 
improvements to early warning systems and to our understanding of the 
impacts of future climate change. Because these climate modes operate 
concurrently in some cases, further research is needed on the interaction 
effects on flood hazard when different modes are in or out of phase at the 
same time. A limitation of our study is that the 36-year data available do 
not allow to separate the effects of co-occurrent modes, which would 
require a larger sample of years for streamflow data. Another limitation 
linked to the small sample size of data available is that we cannot 
extrapolate our findings for higher return periods (than 5-year) with 
sufficient statistical confidence. This highlights the need for longer 
observed streamflow records over Africa, with less sparse coverage than 
what available so far (at least in publicly available archives). In their 
absence, more efforts should be made to produce longer hydrological 
reanalyses incorporating observed meteorological data for bias 
correction. 

What are our main findings on the effects of ENSO on flood 
hazard and how do they compare with the literature? For ENSO, the 
broad spatial patterns in the change in flood hazard and the dominance 
of La Niña rather than El Niño in increasing flood hazard over Africa are 
consistent with previous studies (Emerton et al., 2017; Ward et al., 
2014a, 2014b). The widespread influence of La Niña (El Niño) in driving 
(reducing) floods in the Nile Basin is in agreement with previous studies 
(Amarasekera et al., 1997; Eltahir, 1996). These consistent comparisons 
give us confidence in our assessment of the relative importance of other 
modes of climate variability. In eastern Africa, despite the known wet 
anomalies in rainfall in the region in El Niño years (and IOD + years), 
only a few smaller basins were found with higher annual floods. This can 
be explained by the fact that the rainfall anomalies with ENSO + (and 
IOD+) are found in the short-rains season from October to following 
January (Guimarães Nobre et al., 2019) which does not correspond to 
the average annual flood timing in the region which is mainly in 
April–June following the long rains (Ficchì and Stephens, 2019). An 
exception to this pattern in eastern Africa is the Jubba-Shabelle basin 
where for the main rivers flood timing falls in the short-rains season 
(Ficchì and Stephens, 2019), as it is influenced by larger runoff contri-
butions from upstream areas in the Ethiopian highlands, where rainfall 
teleconnections with IOD + are more prominent than ENSO (Behera 
et al., 2005; Black, 2005); this explains why the IOD + has the second 
most widespread impact in this basin. On the other hand, with La Niña 
the wetter than normal period in southern Africa is November to 

Fig. 4. Boxplot with distribution of the 5-year flood 
probabilities for all climate modes over whole SSA 
(a), and for the most influential modes over the six 
major river basins (b) from the streamflow reanalysis. 
The most influential modes are defined as the ones 
with the biggest significant impact in downstream 
sections (i.e. top 95% upstream areas), when signifi-
cant changes are present, and the top two modes with 
the most widespread influence over the basin (with 
significant increase for at least 5% of the river 
network). The boxplots report the median value, 
interquartile range, and the whiskers represent the 
10th and 90th percentiles; the boxplots width in (a) is 
proportional to the number of river cells significantly 
affected for each climate mode, i.e. a box of given 
width for each mode in panel (a) represents the same 
number of cells.   
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following April and in northern tropical SSA is July to September which 
do correspond to the local annual flood seasons; this synchronicity be-
tween the timing of the rainfall anomalies and annual floods contributes 
to a stronger signal of increased flood hazard with La Niña. 

What is the relative weight of different climate modes on floods 
at the continental scale? The ENSO, IOD and TSA modes showed 
similar weight in terms of the spatial extent of the continental river 
network affected by changes in flood likelihood, with a portion of rivers 
affected by significant changes (increase or decrease) ranging between 
16% and 26% across sub-Saharan Africa. On average, the increased 
flood probabilities are also similar for all modes across SSA and corre-
spond to a doubling of the impactful flood probability for the rivers 
affected by significant increase. 

Where is each climate mode dominant? We find a high spatial 
dispersion of the significant changes in floods for the different modes of 
climate variability, with contrasting behaviour across some regions and 
low signal-to-noise ratios, consistently with previous studies on hydro-
logical interannual variability across SSA (Conway et al., 2009; Sidibe 
et al., 2019). Despite this, we also identify some strong signals from 
dominant modes that emerge for long river sections in some of the major 
African basins from the reanalysis and are validated by observations 
available for the Congo, Nile, and Zambezi river basins. 

In central Africa, the IOD and TSA modes showed larger effects on 
flood hazard than ENSO, especially in the Congo River Basin where IOD 
+ has the greatest influence downstream and in the neighbour areas in 
southern central Africa where the leading impacts come from TSA+. 
This result is consistent with the previous literature on teleconnections, 
showing a weak link between El Niño and regional rainfall and total 
annual Congo River discharge (Amarasekera et al., 1997; Camberlin 
et al., 2001; Todd and Washington, 2004) and a major link between wet 
rainfall anomalies and SSTs in the central tropical Indian Ocean (Nich-
olson and Dezfuli, 2013) and tropical southern Atlantic (Camberlin 
et al., 2001; Hirst and Hastenrath, 1983; Nicholson and Entekhabi, 
1987). Research by Becker et al. (2018) indicates that large positive 
anomalies of lakes and river levels in the Congo River Basin (obtained 
from remote sensing and in situ data) over the period 1993–2007 fol-
lowed two positive IOD events occurring in conjunction with an El Niño 
event (1997–1998 and 2006–2007). Our results over a longer period 
agree with the importance of IOD+ and suggest its independence and 
dominant role over ENSO+ in driving floods in the basin (see Fig. 3, and 
Supplementary Table S2). Warm water anomalies in the South Atlantic 
(TSA+) showed the largest effects on increased flood hazard across large 
parts of southern Africa especially in the Zambezi and Okavango basins. 
This result is particularly important as previous studies tend to regard 
the western Indian Ocean as the primary source of moisture for austral 
summer rainfall over southern Africa and the south Atlantic as a sec-
ondary source (Rouault et al., 2003). However, the literature on rainfall 
teleconnections shows signals of above average rainfall in coastal but 
also inland areas of southern Africa with warm tropical South Atlantic 
SSTs (Manhique et al., 2015; Williams et al., 2008) which can explain 
our results on the role of TSA to drive annual floods in the region. In 
southern Africa, also La Niña has a dominant impact on increased flood 
hazard, consistently with earlier findings on its influence on rainfall 
(Nicholson and Selato, 2000); this result can be linked also to the high 
rate of co-occurrence between La Niña and warm TSA events (see Sup-
plementary Fig. S2 and Table S1). 

Our new finding of the dominant links of TSA with the Jubba- 
Shabelle river system in eastern Africa is important and surprising 
because there is little known about analogous rainfall teleconnections in 
the region and the basin is far beyond the regions bordering the Atlantic 
Ocean. We suggest that the increased flood hazard is explained by the 
fact that the basin receives the largest runoff contributions from the 
northern summer rains over Ethiopia which are known to be related to 
the monsoon air flow from the Congo Basin and the Atlantic Ocean 
(Beltrando and Camberlin, 1993; Camberlin et al., 2001; Rowell, 2013) 
and Ethiopian monsoon rainfall is enhanced in association with cold SST 

Fig. 5. Reliability diagram of the increase in mean exceedance probability for 
the impactful flood (climatology 5-year return level) for positive and negative 
(a) ENSO, (b) IOD and (c) TSA phases vs. observed frequency; the triangular 
dots show the average of the observed frequency for all the validation years, 
with error bar at 90%-confidence interval based on the validation years boot-
strap set. 
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anomalies over the South Atlantic Ocean (Segele et al., 2009) with 
augmented westerly wind and moisture flux into Ethiopia. 

Can these climate modes be used for flood forecasting? Historical 
flood probabilities based on ENSO have been shown to outperform 
dynamical modelling approaches in many parts of Africa (Emerton et al., 
2019). Our first assessment of the reliability of probabilistic flood 
forecasts for different climate modes suggests that the Indian Ocean and 
Atlantic modes may provide more reliable flood forecasts than the Pa-
cific El Niño overall across Africa. We have verified the forecasts across 
all the gridcells in sub-Saharan Africa, with a large spatial aggregation 
level which was necessary given the limited sample of years at each 
location. Further research should look at the reliability of these forecasts 
for smaller geographical regions as more data would become available, 
to map regions with more reliable forecasts. As our analysis is based on 
observed climate indices, the potential for using predicted SST indices 
for flood forecasts and early warning should be further explored 
considering the skill of the climate indices forecasts at relevant lead time 
for decision making. At a very minimum, these statistical forecasts 
should be used as a benchmark for dynamical seasonal hydrological 
forecasts for Africa. 

What are the implications of our results for the assessment of 
flood hazard under climate change? Within the IPCC process ENSO 
dominates the conversation when considering climate extremes (e.g. 
SREX report), but our results on the impact of different modes of climate 
variability on flood hazard highlight that other modes in the Indian 
Ocean and Atlantic should be higher up the agenda when it comes to 
climate model evaluation, development and process-based analysis of 
simulated extremes (Sillmann et al., 2017). For example, our results 
suggest that the IOD plays a similar role to ENSO, which highlights the 
importance of understanding how the IOD might change in the future. 
The frequency of occurrences of positive IOD events in recent decades 
has increased (Abram et al., 2008) and is expected to continue 
increasing in the future with increased greenhouse gases (Cai and 
Cowan, 2013) even if large uncertainties remain in the projected future 
changes (Endris et al., 2019). However climate models are known to 
overrepresent the amplitude of the IOD (Cai and Cowan, 2013) which 
leads to bias in the East-African short rains (Hirons and Turner, 2018). 
For the Tropical Atlantic SSTs, there is still much scope for improving 
the skill of forecasts of SST anomalies (Stockdale et al., 2006) which are 
known to be crucial to simulate atmospheric circulation and precipita-
tion over Africa (Eichhorn and Bader, 2017). Our results confirm the 
importance of this, given the significant role of Tropical South Atlantic 
for driving flood hazard across Africa. 

Data availability 
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